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THE ARRANGEMENT AND EQUIPMENT 
OF SHIPBUILDING WORKS. 

- 
BY MIL JAMES DUNN, OF LONDOX AND BARROW-IN-F~RNESS. - 

Rapidity of production and economy in construction are the two 
great desiderata of modern shipbuilding. Competition is sufficient 
explanation of the latter requirement ; while a shipowner, although 
he may take months in which to make up his mind to place an order, 
accompanies his valued communication with commands as to 
delivery and, like Kipling's Midshipman, the shipbuilder " must do 
what he is told-not immediately but sooner, much sooner.)' But 
even a cursory examination into the economics of manufactures 
convinces one that rapid construction of itself means economical work, 
for that which ensures the one promotes the other. Modern 
mechanical appliances, which facilitate and economise work, tend 
also to reliability in the result ; for apart from the influence upon 
the worker of the precision of machine tools with their gauges, there 
is in the end a higher remuneration for a given job, since less time 
is taken and thus there is less temptation to " scamp " work. This 
latter is more prevalent where the process is purely manual and of long 
duration. 

In  the arrangement and equipment of shipbuilding works primary 
consideration must therefore be given to rapidity in construction, 
consistent always with a due appreciation of the possibilities of 
earning profit on the capital involved ; this latter is of importance 
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because ideals are usually expensive. For instance, no one will 
gainsay the great economic advantage of practically completing a 
ship within a graving dock, because all heavy parts of the structure 
may be moved by portable cranes to their exact position within the 
ship, whereas with a ship in a fitting-out basin and a fixed crane the 
ship must be moved-a process which, in the case of a ship of 
10,000 or 11,000 tons displacement, is costly and troublesome. Many 
may thus consider that the ideal establishment is a shipbuilding 
yard, whose berths are all or nearly all graving docks permitting the 
vessels to be completed with the help of gantry or cantilever cranes 
travelling on the dock walls, the necessary workshops being in 
juxtaposition, so as to minimise the distance through which material 
has to be traversed. A graving dock, however, involves a capital 
expenditure of quite SlOO,OOO, and the interest and depreciation 
would thus become a heavy charge which might exceed the resultant 
saving. Moreover, i t  is not always possible to have even s limited 
number of berths filled with ships of great labour value. A 
compromise must therefore be made, and a fitting-out basin as well as 

a building slip becomes necessary. 

Betiera1 prahnc$e.s Dorrrhmling the Plan of Shipbudding Works 
(Plate96).-Thenatureof thesite available influences the arrangement 
of the works, but the general principle dominating the plan is that 
the various departments must be arranged in relation to the ship 
at radii increasing in direct proportion to the lessening importance or  
volume of the work turned out by the respective shops for the ships 
when on the building slip, or when at the fitting-out basin. Thus, 
the platers, angle-iron, and beam workers must necessarily occupy 
the closest position to the ship, beyond them would come the joiners 
and wood-workers generally, while in the third zone there would be 
the light iron and copper constructors with various other departments, 
as for instance upholstering, decorating, etc. I t  is desirable, too, that 
the engineers and boiler makers should not be far removed, for as 
much as possible of the machinery weights should be put on board a 
ship before i t  is launched. A new set of conditions arises when the 
ship is at the fitting-out basin j then the minimum of steel structural 
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work remains to be done, while the cabin fitting, decoration, and 
engineering work predominate. 

Plate 96 is a plan of the Naval Construction Works of Messrs. 
Vickers, Sons and Maxim, at Barrow-in-Furness, first laid out by the 
late Mr. Robert Duncan, of Port Glasgow, upon such a well-defined 
and liberal plan that, notwithstanding great expansion during the 
past three years, there has been no need to depart from the general 
scheme, which will be recognised on all hands as admirable even in 
the light of present-day experience. In  the shipbuilding yard (the 
section of the works to the north of the Ferry Road) the main 
buildings form a quadrangle, the space within which serves admirably 
for stacking the plates, etc. The range of shops close to the building 
slips are occupied by the scrieve boards, angle and plate furnaces, 
bending blocks, and angle-, beam- and plate-working machine tools, 
and these are arranged so that the steel structural material passes 
from the quadrangle through the respective departments in a clearly 
defined direction, handling being reduced to a minimum. The wood 
department is confined to the eastern side of the quadrangle, the 
timber being passed through the saw-mill to the I‘ racks ” or to the 
shops, while the joiners’, carpenters’, boat-builders’ and block and 
tackle makers’ departments (embraced in the one building) have 
direct communication with the building slips. Again the galvanising, 
plumbers’, smiths’ and engine-fitters’ shops, to the west of the 
quadrangle, are all arranged as near to the building slips as the steel 
workers’ department will. admit. For new building berths there is 
available ground to the north-west, and as a separate entrance for 
material coming by railway has been arranged, along with stackyard 
and cantilever travelling-crane for distributing the steel, it will 
only be necessary to add steelworkers’ machine sheds to the west, still 
retaining the furnaces end bending blocks in the central position. 

The site available, tidal influences, and the harbour plan, largely 
influenced the relative positions of the engiqe-works and the 
shipbuilding yard, but the result attained is distinctly satisfactory. 
The engineering department with the Ishipbuilding yard together 
form an oblong on plan, the fitting-out basin being at the one end 
and the building slips at the other. As the maximum of steel 

2 Q  
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structural work is done before the ship is launched, the amount of 
time lost in transit, both of workers and material, is very small in 
this important department. This is assisted also by the various 
departments engaged in the ultimate completion of the ship having 
workshops close to the fitting-out basin, and also by having on board 
the ship many portable machine-tools, so that the movement of men 
and material between the shipyard and the fitting-out basin ia 
comparatively small. Indeed, careful calculation has shown that the 
loss involved in this way at the Barrow Works is probably only 
about onssixteenth of 1 per cent.: in an establishment where 
the ships are fitted out at a distance of about half a mile from 
the works the loss for transit has proved in one actual caae to be 
4.6 per cent. on the work done at the fitting-out bssin. This 
practice of completing the vessel away from the shipbuilding base is 
a common practice both on the Clyde and on the Tyne. 

The Electric Driving of Machine Tools (Fig. 2).-Turning now 
to the arrangement and driving of tools, a plan of the plate, angle, 
and beam tool shops is given, Fig. 2, which shows also the position 
of the electric power station and circuits. Importance from the 
economical point of view must be attached to the electric driving of 
machine tools, and at the Naval Construction Works the installation 
is very complete. The power station consists of five generating sets, 
the total horse-power being 1,250, and the electrical capacity 750 
kilowatts, but in the engineering and gun-mounting department the 
power plant is of 2,500 horsepower and 1,500 kilowatts capacity, and 
electrical connection is established between the two departments, 
These stations are utilised both for power and lighting purposes, 
the voltage of the direct current being 210 with 3,570 amperes in 
the shipyard department and 7,150 amperes in the engineering works, 
As to theeconomy of the electrical systom the coal consumption 
over a given penold of average working conditions is only one-third 
what i t  was for steam driving, but the interest and depreciation 
of the electrical equipment must be taken into consideration. This, 
however, is not likely to equal the coal economy, while there is the. 
additional advantage of direct control over the motors. 
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FIG. 2.-Plate, Angle, and Beam Tool Shop in  shipyard. 
Arrnngement of Electric Power Station and Circuit#. 

Irides for Figs. 2, 3, and 4. 
A. Power Hammer. 
B. Beam Bendtr. 
C. Couutersinks. 
D. Radial Drill. 
E, Channel Cutter. 
F. Hydraulic Flaiiger. 
G. Grindstones. 
H .  Hydraulic Crane. 
I. Circular Saw. 
J. Raud Saw. 
K. Keel Plate Bender. 
L. bolt Screwer. 
M. Plate Scarfing Machine. 
N. Beam Punch. 
0. Horizontal Drill. 
P. Punch and Shears. 
PI. Plauiug Machine. 
Q. Angle Critter. 
H. Rolls. 
S. Straightener. 
T. Nut Tapper. 
U. Hydraulic Punch. 
V. Angle Shears. 

W. Hydraulic Bender. 
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As the power necessary for the various types of machine tools 
was most carefully investigated when the system was introduced, i t  
may be useful to the Members of the Institution to have a list of the 
machinery in the shipbuilding yard with a note of the power of 
the electric motors installed for each tool, and this is given in 
Appendix I (page 582). Where the tools are conveniently situated for 
driving from shafting-as a rule where belt drive was formerly 
adopted-the shaft has been retained and a large electric motor 
conveniently placed for running it. This secures any advantage 
obtainable from stored-up power in the pulleys to assist in starting 
drills and cutting-tools generally, while at the same time a less power 
of motor is possible, since all the machines are not likely to be 
simultaneously doing their maximum duty. In the machine shed, 
however, the majority of the tools have independent motors, the 
largest being 45 horse-power operating plate-bending rolls 30 feet 
long to take in protective deck plates, while there are several cases of 
from 30 to 20 horse-power motors. 

Many of the motors drive their machine tool by belting with 
belt-striking gear for reversing. Some of the punching and shearing 
machines, however, are driven by spur gearing, the pinion on the 
motor spindle being of soft material, to deaden the shock and reduce 
the vibration. In such cases the motor is itself reversible. In  a 
few instances-for large mangle rolls, angle shears and angle bevelling 
machine-a chain belt covered by a gear case is used. 

As to the speed of the motors, all above 5 horse-power run at 
600 revolutions per minute, the interposition of belt pulleys enabling 
the speed of the various machine tools to be reduced to the required 
rate of rotation. Motors of 3-horse-powerY which are used for 
drilling, counter sinking, joiners’ mws, &c., are run at 850 revolutions. 
The 2-horse-power motors, of which there are three or four, run at 
1,200 revolutions per minute, two 14-horse-power motors make 1,100 
revolutions per minute, while several 1-horse-power motors, used for 
grinding, for saws and for several portable tools, make 1,300 
revolutions per minute. 

The Arrangement of Machine T O O h  in the Platers’ Shed (Figs. 2 
fo 4).-The arrangement of the tools generally is indicated on the 
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FIG. 3.-Arrangement of Machine Tools in Platers' Shed, Shipyard. 
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FIG. 4.-Another drrangement. 
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FIG. 4.-Another drrangement. 
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line with arrow heads indicates the direction of Plate or Beam passing 
through the machines. (For Index to lettering, see page 559.) 

line with arrow heads indicates the direction of Plate or Beam passing 
through the machines. (For Index to lettering, see page 559.) 
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plan of the plate, angle, and beam tool shops, Fig. 2 (page 559). I t  
will bo seen that beams are worked on separate slabs and machined 
to the west of the furnaces, angles to the south, and plates in the 
main shop. 

Figs. 3 and 4 (page 561) show more fully a typical arrangement of 
machine tools in the platers’ shed, and dotted lines and arrow heads 
indicate the direction of the plate or be& through the machines. The 
plate, it will be seen, enters from the quadrangle at A, Fig. 3, and passes 
to one or other of three large punching machines P, where it is also 
sheared, going next to a plate-edge planer Ply to the counter-sinking 
machine C, and finally through the rolls R to the railway, having direct 
communication with the building slips. The direction of the beam 
is also d&ned through the angle-cutter Q, beam-punch P and bender 
B. A similar diagram, Fig. 4, shows in mother group of tools the 
same wide area around the tools to ensure that the work at  one 
machine may not interfere with tho operations at another, while 
heavy plates can be transferred by cranes successively from one 
mechine to the other, being delivered ultimetely close to the ship. 
It is of great importance to have cranes of wide radii and other 
plate-shifting facilities. It is just possible that in this department 
an improvement could be effected in the handling of plates by the 
adoption of the system in use for a similar purpose in some of the 
rolling mills of the United States. Small posts are placed at 
occasional intervals in the rolling-mill shop floor, having castors or 
rollers at the top arranged to swivel in every direction : the system 
has been aptly described as corresponding to tables inverted, so that 
the castors on the legs are uppermost. With such an arrangement 
of uprights the plate could easily be run from one machine to the 
other, or from end to end of the platers’ shop by the gang of men 
working it through its successive operations. The level at which 
the plate is fed into the several machines would require to be 
exactly the Fame in all cases. 

Some Large Machine Tools (Plates 97 to 99).-It is scarcely 
necessaryto say tbat at the Naval Construction Works every conceivable 
type of ship is built, and Messrs. Vickers, Sons and Maxim haTe 
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therefore installed very powerful tools. Drawings are given of 
some of the heavier tools, principally to show their scantlings. 
Plate 97 illustrates a set of mangle rolls to take plates up to 
$6 feet wide. There are at the works also rolls for straightening 
and shaping plates 30 feet long: the large top roller being elevated 
and depressed by an electric motor at each end, while the driving 
and reversing of the machine is done by a 45-horse-power motor 
with a reversing switch. Plate 98 shows a hydraulic bender and 
danger fitted with cylinders of sufficient power to bend-when cold 
-plates $-inch thick and of any length up to 32 feet. The tool 
shown by Figs. 9 and 10, Plate 99,is a scarfing machine for tapering 
ship-plates at the edges so that they may overlap to obviate the 
fitting of tapered liners, three-ply riveting and the caulking of =me. 
The operating of the cutting-tool will be easily followed by a 
reference to Fig 10. 

A hydraulic machine is shown by Fig. 11, Plate 99, for cutting 
channels and angles ; it  is operated on the principle of the hydraulic 
press. There are also one or two other hydraulic machines, notably one 
for punching man-holes. The hydraulic power for dl tools in the 
yards is developed in a separate power plant working up to a 
pressure of 1,600 lbs. to the square inch. I n  Appendix I (page 582) 
a complete list of the principal tools within the shipbuilding yard is 
given, and no further reference is here necessary. 

Closed-in versus Open Shipbuilding Berths and the Cranes serving 
them(PZate.s 100 and 101)-The increase in the size of ships, the greater 
weights of the units now used in construction, and the extension of 
&he practice of counter-sinking, riveting, and caulking by portable 
mechanical tools, have necessitated an improvement upon the old 
method of rigging up derricks alongside the ship for lifting weights 
on board, or carrying the tools. Many systems for accomplishing 
this end have been adopted, and most have advantages to commend 
them. 

One of the first was that in use at Messrs. Harland and Wolffs, 
Pigs. 12 and 13, Plate 100. The gantry crane illustrated has a clear 
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headway from rail level to the underside of the cross-girders of 98 feet, 
while the clear width is 95 feet. For the purpose of lifting weights 
on board, separate jibs are carried on each of the four corners of the 
structure, swinging through an angle of 180’ and able to place their 
load of 4 tons within the shell of the ship, 40 feet distant from the axis 
of the jib, without moving the crane. The gantry is used primarily for 
the carrying of hydraulic riveters, and only incidentally for traversing 
with loads to their position within the ship, so that it would seem 
thst this large structure is limited in its utility. FQr carrying the 
hydraulic riveters there are three hydraulic travelling-cranes running 
on the cross-girders, two of them on the upper and one on the lower 
boom, an arrangement which enables two riveters to be brought 
closely together. In the building of the “Celtic” the heaviest 
weight carried by the travelling-crane gear was understood to be the 
hydraulic riveters of 73 tons, and the heaviest weight lifted by the 
jibs was 34 tons : at the Barrow Works, 15-ton loads are dealt with 
in building warships on the slip. With their gantry Messrs- 
Harland and Wolff were enabled to rivet expeditiously and 
economically the top-sides and keel plate, the centre plate, the tank 
intercostals, and flange plate frames and the upper deck stringers in 
the ‘‘ Celtic,” while similar work is done on other large ships, The 
thickness of the plating may also be given in connection with the 
weights requiring to be dealt with in large merchant work: the 
shearstrake plates of the “Celtic” were 14 inches, side plating 
18 inches to 1 inch, bhe bottom plating 1 inch, and the keel plate 
1# inches. 

The system carried out at the Union Iron Works at San Francisco 
is shown in Fig. 14, Plate 100. Here are overhead cranes travelling 
the full length of the building berth, and a series of independent jibs 
for carrying the girder on which the hydraulic riveter is supported. 
This involves an extensive structure, the foundations of which on 
either side limit the number of shipbuilding berths for a given 
width. The berth is not closed in, but the number and the great 
sectional area of the trusses for supporting the travelling crane affect 
the lighting of the berth. These trusses, with their supporting 
posts, are placed at 12 feet centres ; the uprights are utilised for the  
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staging, and they carry, with the use of suspension rods, a jib on 
which a trolley runs for supporting the girder carrying the riveting 
machines. The girder and riveters have to be moved from one pair of 
jibs to the other as required. The weight of the heavier riveters in 
use is only 1,400 lbs., to work %-inch rivets with a 80-inch gap. 
The travelling cranes have a lifting capacity of 5 tons; the 
speed longitudinally is 180 feet per minute, horizontally 90 feet, and 
for elevating 90 feet. The structure seems elaborate for the 
duty done. This system of two cranes placed alongside each, 
other involves a considerable increase in the strength of the truss 
at the centre to support one half of the crane and its load. In 
the case of the San Francisco structure another objection has 
been ingeniously overcome; usually the two cranes are equal in 
length, and because of their supports there is a considerable space at. 
the centre line of the berth-just over the keel-right fore and aft,. 
over which the crane has no direct control. But, as will be seen 
from Fig. 14, the apex of the truss is 3 feet from the centre line, and 
thus the crane to the right of the section is 6 feet longer than the 
other, and commands the keel. At the same time there is still a 

small section of the width of the ship which is not commanded by 
the cranes overhead. 

Fig. 17, Plate 101, illustrates a structuro which has been erected! 
quite recently at the Vulcan shipbuilding yards at Stettin, and here 
also the cranes are made of different lengths. The structure is of 
steel-work without roofing, and the motors are electrically driven, 
Eaoh crane lifts 4 tons, and the speed of longitudinal traverse is 
262 feet per minute. 

Neither the berth at San Francisco nor either of those at the 
Vulcan works in Germany is closed in, and in this respect they differ 
from the arrangement adopted by Messrs. Swan and Hunter, who, 
like one or two foreign firms, prefer that the berths should 
be roofed over, as shown in Fig. 18. There are advantages in such 
arrangement where severe weather conditions obtain, especially 
where the snowfall is considerable or the rain incessant for long 
periods ; but apart from the great cost, in view of the loads to be 
supported, there is always the disadvantage of restricted light, because 
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glazing cannot always be kept clean, artificial light is at best a 
poor substitute, and the general result may be conducive to idleness. 
There is also the probability of draughts, and although it is said 
&hat this has not been experienced to any great extent at  Messrs. 
Swan and Hunter's, the possibilities are that in wind-swept Barrow 
&his solution might involve inconvenience and discomfort. I t  is 
claimed for these structures that there is a saving in the cost of 
.shoring and fairing the vessels, but such economy need not be confined 
to this particular form. Messrs. Swan and Hunter have provided 
large horizontal jibs to their travelling cranes, which revolve below 
the cranes, but withal there is a gap in the centre line. The outside 
mane of the cantilever type commands a space 500 feet in length 
and 65 feet in breadth, 

Fig. 19, Plate 101, illustrates a German design for building berths. 
Here also the jib is carried below the main traversing-crane, being 
auspended in a ball bearing; the horizontal pressure is taken up by live 
rollers. The lifting gear consists of a double set of spur wheels and a 
rope drum with turned grooves. The crane has a capacity of 3 tons, 
khe lifting speed being 66 feet per minute, the longitudinal traverse 
197 feet per minute, the horizontal traverse 108 feet per minute, and 
the rotating of the horizontal jib 295 feet ; the lifting motor is of 
20 horse-power, and the motor for horizontal traverse 13 horse-power. 
But here again the load is comparatively limited, and there are 
between 4 and 5 feet in the centre of the ship which are not 
oommanded by the crane. 

These overhead systems generally involve a light-excluding 
structure over the ship ; and, most important of all, the maximum 
weight lifted is not great. While they give the advantage of two 
cranes for each Ehip, these are limited in their radius across 
&he ship, although this may not be a serious objection, 
especially with twin screw steamers.' The Wellman - Beaver 
Engineering Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, who have fitted in some 
American lake yards gantry-cranes of the cantilever type 
corresponding in general arrangement with the Brown system, have 
made an arrangement overcoming this difficulty by overlapping 
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the travelling cranes, and supporting the lifting trolley on the lower 
flange of the girders forming the travellers, Figs. 15 and 16, 
Plate 100. 

Cantilever Cranes at Barrow (Broutn’s) (Plates 102 to 104).- 
The system which has been adopted at the Naval Construction 
Works at Barrow-in-Furness is that known as the Brown Patent 
Balanced Cantilever type, and a section of the building berths is 
shown on Fig. 20, Plate 102. This system consists of a light 
iirestle work placed between two shipbuilding berths on which there 
travels a crane, whose cantilever arms stretch over the ship on 
either side of the trestle. The trestle for one of the cranes is 
729 feet long, and it will  bs some timc before ships exceed this 
length; the other is 647 feet, and both can easily be extended at  
any time without even temporary inconvenience. The whole of the 
ship is immediately under the control of the crane hook, the total 
span or outreach of the hook being 190 feet, while the clearance 
above the deck structure is equal to the depth of the ship itself. The 
same principle is applied for dealing with the plates, timber, etc., 
at  the part of the works where the material is stored, as shown on 
Fig. 21, Plate 102, the outreach of the hook being 318 feet. 

In  the design of the Brown cranes as fitted at Barrow the wind area 
was reduced as much as possible, so as to minimise the constructional 
material for a given maximum strength. This also lessened the cost, 
and incidentally admitted the fullest measure of daylight. The 
iirestle has also been designed to avoid interference with operations 
along the side of the ship. The uprights are attached to their 
foundations and to the cross connections at the top by pin joints, 
so that the entire structure may expand or contract longitudinally. 
The members of the structure are held vertically by the centre panel of 
the trestle, which consists of a large A brace extending upwards from 
the foot of one column to the centre of the panel and down to the foot of 
iihe other column. Fig. 22, Plate 103, shows the form of this bracing. 
The only possible interference with the work alongside of the ship 
is at the uprights where the ship attains its maximum breadth, and 
even here it is small. 
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The crane is worked by one 85-horse-power electric mqtor, Fig. 23, 
with suitable gearing for the several movements. For traversing the 
crane along the track on the trestle, power is transmitted through 
bevel gears and shafting to the driving gears on the truck, which is 
controlled by suitable brakes and clutches. The trolley travel along 
the cantilever arms is accomplished by the revolving of two drums 
winding wire rope connected to the trolley. These two drums are 
on one shaft which runs always in the same direction. When one 
drum is thrown into gear with the driving shaft the other is 
disconnected and remains idle, so that while one winds the other 
" pays out." The drums are kept in the same relative position to 
one another by the use of a return loop or a small wire rope, whichi 
is wound in an opposite direction to the ropes connecting the trolley. 
The hoisting is accomplished by a single drum ; the lowering is 
through gravity alone, governed by brakes. The speeds vary 
according to load with the following maxima :- 

Hoisting . . 100 to 600 feet per minute. 
Trolley or transverse travelling . 400 to 800 ,, ,l 

Track or horizontal travel . . 400 to 700 ,, Y9 

The cranes lift 16,800 lbs. (74 tons) at the extreme travel' 
of the trolley, and 30,000 lbs. (about 133 tons) at a distance of 
60 feet from the centre of the crane. The resultant force of the 
crane under the load is kept within the proper limits by the use of a 
counterweight running on a track along the cantilever arms and 
above the track on which the hoisting trolley travels. I t  is. 
connected by ropes to the trolley, so that whatever may be the 
position of the hoisting trolley on one arm of the crane the counter- 
weight is at the same time automatically brought to a similar 
position on the other arm. For extra heavy loads there is an 
additional weight which is added with little trouble to the normal 
counterweight of 4,000 lbs. To raise heavy loads at 60 feet. 
from the centre the counterweight is adjusted so that instead of being 
60 feet it is 90 feet from the centre, or at the extreme of the opposite 
arm. This is easily accomplished: the trolley is brought to the 
centre of the crane, and the counterweight automatically also comes 
to the centre ; the counterweight is then unclamped from the ropes. 
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which connect it to the travelling trolley, and the trolley moved out 
3 0  feet on the cantilever opposite to that on which the heavy load is 
t o  be lifted, and the counterweight is there re-clamped. This 
aperation occupies but a minute or two. Thus when the lifting 
trolley travels to the load it passes through 90 feet in coming from 
30 feet on one side and going to 60 feet out on the other arm where 
the load has to be raised. The counterweight naturally travels 
simultaneously through its 90 feet, which will be from the centre to 
the extreme of the arm opposite to the load. Thus the full lever 
arm is utilised and the full effect of counterweight obtained. 

Fig. 21, Plate 102, and Pig. 25, Plate 104, illustrate one of the 
Cantilever Yard Cranes. The main point to be noted i n  the 
construction of these cranes is the open trestle structure, allowing 
pieces of 60 feet in length to be carried through the pier without 
turning. To  avoid twisting there have been adopted what really 
amounts to two trolleys, which carry their loads at two points, and 
which travel at exactly the same speed. Actually, however, these 
two blocks form part of a single trolley which is operated by 
two drums. The rope system employed is somewhat complicated, 
but the diagrams, Fig. 26 (pages 570 and 571), for which the author 
is indebted to the Brown Co., indicate the general method of weaving 
the lines. The capacity and dimensions of the yard cranes are as 

follows :- 
Trolley travel 159 feet 14 inches each way from the centre of 

the crane, or, in other words, a total of 318 feet 3 inches centre 
to  centre of the extreme position of the hoist block. 

The maximum load is 11,000 lbs. (5 tons), which can be 
lifted and travelled through the entire length of the travel of 
the trolley on the runway. 

The double tracks on which these cranes run are gauged 30 feet 
'6 inches centre to centre. 

The power which is necessary to run one of these cantilevers 
is 85 horse-power arranged for 200 volt tension direct current. 

The motor will lift the maximum load 11,000 lbs. at the rate 
of 200 feet per minute, will traverse the crane along the tracks 
at  about 300 feet per minute, and travel the trolley to any 
desired speed up to 750 feet per minute. 
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FIQ. 26.-Diag~am OJ Rope Lads. 

Plan view showing lead of ropes from-engine to end sheave supports. 

Operabr’s house this side. 

Side elevation looking from operator’s house. 

To hoist load both engine-drums, turn in direction indicated by arrow. 

Plan view showing lead of ropes from end sheave supports to trolley. 
.__.__.___ ..-- -... __ --...- 

-...-..- __.._.. _. 
This side of trolley nearest to operator’s house. 

Diagrams showing order in which ropes fusten to trolley drums. 

Nom.-When rieving ropes fasten eheave supports A and B in position shown with reference to sheave8 C, 
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4 Ropes required per crane. :: 
39 &inch 9 ,  39 80 w 9, E 

CI 
“ a ” 8 ropes Q-inch plough steel 625 feet long. Socket at one end, to be put on in field. 

,, , eye and bent plate at one end, put both fastenings on in field. 
“ 99 4 ,, ,, ,, ,, 5 feet 3 inches !ong. Sockets both ends, put on in fields. 
Ropes “ a ” are maih ropes running from engine to trolley. Ropes “ b ’’ are hoist ropes on trolley. Ropes “ c ”  are tail ropes 

When the trolley drums are at the centre of the crane and the load is lifted half-way up, all ropes “ a ” have the same length 0x1 

When the load is lifted to the limit of its motion, ropes -.- and - I . -  have 1) turns each on trolley drums C and 
-.- and 

,, ,, ,, L‘ b )* 2 

connecting each pair of sheave supports ‘‘ A.” 

drums A and B. 

D, the +inch m r e  for the +inch rope ‘‘ b ” is full, and the remainder of drums C and D is full of ropes rn 
i! 

2 
Fi 

To rieve ropes. a 

a m -...- 
To adjust ropes. 

Run the trolley to the centre of the bridge and shorten the ropes by means of adjusting screws at sheave supports C, 

In adjusting ropes, adjustment should be obtained by using the screws in both sheave supports C. 
Q until the rope --..-- and --- have about 4 feet sag in the span from the trolley to the end of the bridge. 

2 
P4 

When rieving ropes run the trolley to the limit of its travel a t  tliat ewl of the bridge which is to the right of the operator as 
he stands at  the levers and facing the bridge. Put  on the &-inch hoiat rope 
“b,” fiist giving it two turns on the trolley drum, when the centre of the hoist block is hanging 28 feet below the centre of the 
trolley drum. Leaving the hoist blocks in the position just noted, each of the eight &inch ropes will have the following turns 
on the trolley drums and engine drums respectively :-each rope marked -a- will have 11 turns on the trolley drum and 
27 turns on the engine drum; each rope marked --.. .- will have 11 turns on the trolley drum and 1) turns on the engine 
drum. For the ropes marked -..- and -.-- put on as many wraps on both engine drum end trolley drums as the 
number of scores on the drums wi l l  allow without overwindiog; this will give about 2 wraps [or each of these ropes on the 
trolley drums. Fur the ropes -a*- one will  have about 6 turns on engine drum and the other about 11 turns. For the 

P 
Fasten trolley drums so that they cannot revolve. 

-4 
M ropes -...- qne will have about 314 turns on t4e engine drqm and the other about 37 turua. 
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The high speed of horizontal and longitudinal traverse of the 
cantilever system in operation at the Barrow Works more than 
compensates for the duplication of cranes .in the instances already 
indicated. 

The Utility of Building-Berth Cranes.-It will be seen that these 
.cantilever berth cranes serve all the purposes for lifting material on 
board, while as regards the supporting of hydraulic riveters for double 
'bottom and keelstrake work, the usual method of a gantry running 
on the inner bottom or flooring of the ship will, as formerly, be 
.applied. For supporting the riveter for working the bilge and 
sheerstrake, there is no reason why jibs should not be carried on 
the trestles of the cantilever cranes, and on special uprights on 
the  offside of the ship ; the pneumatic tools for riveting, caulking, 
etc., are easily supported upon the deck beams because of their light 
weight. 

The primary consideration was to secure a wide radius of action 
.and a reasonably large lifting power at high speed, because of the 
important desiderata which were indicated at the commencement of 
this Paper, and particularly because of the economy which results 
from the lifting of as much of the machinery and internal equipment 
.on board while the vessel is on the slip. Thus, for instance, i t  
becomes a simple matter in the future to put on board quickly and 
thus economically all auxiliary machinery, the greater part of the 
water-tube boiler equipment, the bed-plates of the main engines, the 
shafting right up to the thrust block, and many other details. 'It is 
true that part of this work has been done in the past, but it has been 
accomplished at considerable cost with temporary sheer-legs which 
had to be moved from time to time. The principal limiting condition 
to the work done before floating the ship is the ultimate weight to 
be launched. I n  the first place there is the load on the laimching 
ways, which has not hitherto exceeded to any extent 3 tons per 
square foot, but it is more frequently less than 24 tons, so that there 
is from this point of view still some possibility of increase. Again, 
the dip of the stern of the ship at launching is a determining factor. 
At  the launching ground at Barrow however there is sufficient margin 
for carrying out the ultimate aim. 
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Work Done on Various Types of Ships Before and After LauneRing. 
-As to the condition of the work at the date of launch, some data 
applicable to various types of ships have been collected from works 
where the practice does not materially differ. The data are given in 
Table I (pages 578-581). This Table gives the total number of men- 
hours involved in the construction of various types of ship divided 
between the shipyard and engineering departments ; although not 
germane to the immediate subject in hand, it is interesting to note that, 
whereas with armoured war-vessels the number of men-hours per ton 
of totalled finished weight of the ship varies from 678 to 732, the 
proportion in the case of the fastest of the merchant steamers included 
carrying a large number of passengers is only 4014 men-hours per 
ton weight of the finished ship, while in the case of the purelycargo- 
carrying steamer i t  is 240 men-hours per ton weight of the 
ship. In other words, for a first-class ironclad the number of men- 
hours is about six million, whereas in the case of a passenger steamer 
of the same total weight when she leaves the builder’s yard the 
number of hours involved is only about one-1 rlf, or 3,310,650 
hours. 

The proportion of work done by the engiacring department 
varies but slightly-from 24 to 30 per cent. of the total. Tho a s e  of 
No. 2 Warship, where the proportion of engineering work is 30; 6 per 
cent., is excaptional, as here an engineering trade disputeLinfluenced 
the figures. Again, in the purely cargo steamer, column No. IV, the 
engineering proportion is high, namely, 31.1 per cent., because the 
shipbuilding work does not involve my extensive ihtornal Ifittings, 
owing to few passengers being carried, while the engine power is as 
great as in the ship No. V in the Table. 

As to work done before launching, engineers and boiler-makers, in 
the case of five of the six vessels, did less than 2 per cent. of the total ; 
the other instance, that of the ship in column No. V, approximates 
more closely to the condition that will prevail for the future at the 
Barrow works, for here, as shown in the ‘t condition of the ship at 
launch,” the propellers and tunnel shafting, thrust block, and most 
of the auxiliary machinery, were on board ; but, being a cargo ship, 
the amount of auxiliary maciintry was not by any means so greatlas 

2 B  
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is the case in war vessels, and thus the proportion is less than it wil l  
be with war vessels. In  the case of this vessel in column No. V, 
however, 10.9 per cent. of the total engineering work involved was 
completed before the ship was launched, whereas in the warships the 
percentage was about 2% per cent. There seems no reason why this 
percentage should not be brought up to about 20 per cent.; for 
although the main machinery cannot be “lined up,” owing to 
possible alteratiops in the form of the ship when afloat, there are 
many details and loads which come within the carrying weight of 
the cantilever crane. 

The Table also shows the ertent of the shipbuilding work done 
prior to the launch and also after the ship has been floated. I t  
is important to reduce the amount that requires to be done 
after launching, because then the ship is further from the ship- 
workers’ base. Much of the work, it is true, involves little or no 
weights, so that the question of crane accommodation is not so 
important. It will be seen that with armoured warships the 
proportion of shipyard work remaining to be done after the hunch 
is between 27-5 and 31 per cent. of all the shipwork; but it varies 
very considerably in the merchant work, the direct cauae being the 
quantity of joiner and cabinet fittings involved in the completion of 
the phssenger accommodation. Thus in the case where only 9.5 per 
cent. of shipwork remained to be done (in the ship given in column 
No. V) the joiner work was three-fourths completed, and all the 
decks were laid before the launch, whereas in the ship in column 
No. VI, where 592 passengers are carried, the joiner work was only 
half completed, and this 48 per cent. of the shipyard work remained 
to be completed after the launch. 

Portable Tools used om ship8 (Figs. 27 lo 29, Plate 105).- 
To expedite work on the ship when on the slip and also in 
the fitting-out dock, a large amount of portable mechanical 
plant is used, including a portable electric lighting equipment, an 
installation of pneumatic riveting and caulking tools, and various 
electrical drills, etc. I t  is not necessary to describe these tools in 
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view of the Paper recently contributed to the Institution.* A 
portable tool which may interest the members is the machine for 
planing the gun roller paths on barbettes for 12-inch and 9.2-inch 
guns ; this is clearly shown on Fig. 27. I t  is rotated by a 5-horse- 
power electric motor, and, with a feed of f inch per revolution, the 
machine cuts at a rate of 15 feet per minute, equal to 20 square feet 
per hour. Figs. 28 and 29 show a similar .machine for dealing with 
the roller paths of smaller guns of 6-inch and 4.7-inch calibre. 
This machine is driven by a 3-horse-pomer motor. 

Cranes at the Fitting-Out Basin (Plates 106 and 107).-Another 
question which has had to be considered by those responsible for the 
equipment of shipbuilding works is the type of crane necessary for 
placing heavy weights on board the ship in the fitting-out basin, 
and, in addition to showing the general arrangement of the Naval 
Construction Works’ 120-ton crane operated by hydraulic power, 
Fig. 30, Plate 106, there are reproduced general elevations of four 
other typical cranes. The heaviest weight lifted in mercantila 
work within the author’s experience is a boiler of over 110 ton8 
weight ; with the adoption of water-tube boilers, gun mountings and 
guns now provide the greatest loads in naval work, and these range 
from 50 to 60 tons. 

The tendency at  present is in favour of a derrick crane in preference 
to sheer legs, because the latter are slow in their movements, work 
onlyin one plane and thus necessitate frequent movement of the 
ship, while the foundation usually involves trouble because the 
weight carried is concentrated at two points each of limited area. 
Again, the overhang is not greater than with jib or swing cranes, and 
now that the tendency is all towards an increase in the beam of ships 
this latter becomes of primary importance. For instance in three of 
the largest works the overhang is 60 feet, 57 feet and 473 feet. In 
this country there are several types of splendid jib cranes, and 
reference may be made to the two 1304011 steam cranes by Messrs. 
Cowans, Sheldon and Co. used by Glasgow shipbuilding firms for 
fitting engines on board their ships, and having an overhang of 45 feet 

* ‘‘ Portable Pneumatic Tools,” by Mr. E. C. Amos, Proceedings 1900, page 119. 

2 B 2  
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from the face of tho quay with the maximum lift.* At the dockyards 
there is a splendid hydraulic crane by Messrs. Tannett Walker and 
Co. of 160-ton carrying power with an overhang from the face of the 
quay of about 50 feet.? Again quite recently Messrs. Doxford of 
Sunderland installed a jib-crane which can lift 120 tons when the 
jib is commanding a radius of 50 feet, 70 tons for 80 feet radius and 
30 tons for 100 feet radius.$ But it is of special interest to note 
what has been done abroad during the past two or three years. 
Nearly all the works in Germany have been erecting powerful jib-cranes 
in anticipation of the construction of great cargo steamers. Figs. 31 
and 32, Plate 106, illustrate two cranes, the one of 100-ton capacity and 
the other of 150-ton capacity. Both these cranes are of the horizontal 
revolving type which enables the jib to turn a complete circle ; so 
thst with a jib of about 180 feet in length the radius is very extensive 
(or 115 feet from the central pivot, as in Fig. 32). On the other 
hand the clearance above a ship is limited, especially for what are 
known as the storm-decker steamers with immonse funnels. 

The crane shown by Fig, 31 htis been constructed by the Benrath 
Company of Diisseldorf for the Bremen Vulcan Works, and consists 
of a tower which turns on twelve carriages each running on four 
rollers, and for rotating purposes four of these carriages are fitted 
with electric motors of 12-horse-power. The lifting mechanism is 
also driven by electric power. 

The Benrath Company have also constructed a crane for the 
ImperialDockyard at Bremerhaven,Fig. 33, Plate 107, with a stationary 
tower the vertical axis of which is formed by a revolving pillar having 
its bearings in the foundations and above in the head of the tower. 
This pillar bears the horizontal jib which is itself symmetrical as 
regards right and left ; the one arm supports the crab, the other a 
counterweight. The whole turns through 360°, and the crab moves 
at  the same time, so that the area covered by the crane is equal to a 
circle whose external radius is 72 feat and internal 26 feet. The 
rotating power is an electric motor of 26-horse-power; the crab 
traversing motor is of the same power, and the two hoisting motors 

* “Engineering,” 1893, vol. lv, page 819. 
t lbid., 1894, vol. lvii, page 259. 
1 IW., 1001, vol. Ixxi, page 604. 
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of 40-horse-power working a steel rope 2.4  inches in diameter with 
differential pulley and double capstan. 

Nessrs. Krupp’s crane, built by the Duisburger Company, shown in 
Fig. 32, Plate 106, differs in that it has a pyramidal structure which 
occupies less of the quay space than the usual crane, as between the 
legs railway carriages or large loads may easily be passed, as shown 
i n  Fig. 32. The chief structure has the form of a three-legged 
equilateral pyramid, two of whose legs are placed in a line parallel 
to the quay’s edge ; the three chief legs are connected at the top by a 
closed frame, within which the roller path of the crane pillar is 
fixed ; the pillar forms the central axis of the pyramid ; i t  rests on a 
roller path at the quay level and is provided with a pivot; this 
roller path has a special bearing. The mechanism which effects the 
turning of the horizontal jib is placed on the upper roller path, and 
the jib projects 125 feet from the central axis and is fitted with two 
independent winding-gears travelling with their respective crabs ; 
the outer gear lifts 45 tons, the other 150 tons; there is a third 
small lifting crab. The total height is 150 feet 11 inches to 
the upper edge of the horizontal jib. 

A remarkable derrick-crane has been constructed for Messrs. 
Blohm and Voss’s Works by the Duisburger Company ; it  deals with 
loads of 100 tons, and the radius from the centre of the crane for 
such load is 93 feet 5 inches, giving an overhang in front of the quay of 
about 65 feet. This crane, which is shown on Fig. 34, Plate 107, lifts its 
full load at a speed of 4$ feet per minute, and in addition has separate 
hoisting machinery for dealing with loads up to thirty tons, the 
hoisting speed being 13 feet per minute. The great overhang is secured, 
as in Messrs.Doxford’s crane, by arranging that the jib,notwithstanding 
the great power, can have its inclination altered to a very considerable 
extent ; in Appendix I1 (page 587) a full description of the crane is 
given, so that here i t  is not necessary to enter into details. 

The Paper is illustrated by Plates 96 to 107 and 4 Figs. in the 
letterpress, for the preparation of which the author wishes to express 
his indebtedness to several authorities, whose names appear on 
page 588, and to the members of his staff who have prepared the 
illustrations. 
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GrossTonnage . . . . .  
Crew . . . . . . .  
Passengers . . . . . .  
IndicatadHorse Power. . . .  

TABLE 1 (continued to page 581).-Labour Involved i n  the Construction of 

After Launching in Sh+ and 

7,056 

677 

- 
16,800 

I I. 
Warship No. 1. 

AQQREQATE WORKMEN-HOURS ON SHIP :- 
ShipyardDepartment . . . .  
Engineering Department . . .  

Total . . .  
Percentage of Shipyard Department to 

total . . . . . .  
Percentage of Engineering Department 

to total . . . . . .  
Men-Hours per ton of Builder's Hull 

Finished Weight . .) Engines 

4,344,147 hours 

1,623,837 ,, 
5,967,984 ,, 

72.8per cent. 

27.2 ,, 
520% 
194f 

WORK DONE BEFORE LAUNCHINQ :- 
Total Number of Men-Hours, in bot,}, 

Ship and Engine Works. . 
Total Number of Hours on Engine and 

Boiler-room Work prior to Launoh .> 
Percentage of Engine and Boiler Work 

to the Total work before Launch .) 

3,0s3 ,348 men-hours 

441527 hours 

* 4  per cent. 

Percentage of Engineering Work done 
to Total requiring to be done to 2.7 ,, 
complete Machinery . . .  

11. 

Warship No. 2. 

ngth. breadth. depth 
)5' 0" x 69' 3" x 39' 9' 

7,056 

677 

- 
18,200 

4,290,168 hours 

1,891,893 ,, 
6,182,061 ,, 

69.4 per cent. 

30.6 ,, 

501 
221 

3,159,634 men-hours 

53,226 hours 

1.7 per cent. 

2.8 ,, 
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Various Types of Veasels; and the Proportbn of Labour done Before and 

Engineering Work Respectively. 

III. 

Armoured Warship 
No. 3. 

ength. breadth. deptl 
190’ 0“ x 74’ 3” x 43’ 0 

8 ,700 

750 

- 
13,500 

5,224,309 hours 

1,653,011 ,, 
6,877,320 ,, 

75.9 per cent. 

24.1 ,, 

515 
163 

3,705,537 mc n-hours 

95,439 hours 

2.5 per cent. 

5-7 >, 

IV. 

Merchant Ship. 

ength. breadth. deptl 
140’ 0” x 54’ 0” x 36’ ( 

6,514 

84 

17 

2,000 

785,905 hours 

353,541 ,,, 
1,139,446 ,, 

68.9 per cent. 

31.1 ,, 

1654 
749 

584,381 men-hours 

16,156 hours 

2.7 per cent. 

4.5 I ,  

V. 

Merchant Sbip. 

ength. breadth. deptt 
145’ 0” x 42‘ 0” x 25’ 8 

3,080 

52 

74 

2,270 

582,752 hours 

219,217 ,, 
801,969 ,, 

72.6 per cent. 

27.4 ,, 

227 
858 

550,332 men-hours 

23, 852 hours 

4.3 per cent. 

10.9 ,, 

VI. 

Merchant Ship. 

ength. breadth. deptl 
ioo’ 0” x 55’ 0” x 37’ 0 

7,945 

200 

592 

9,140 

2,382,353 llours 

928,297 ,, 
3,310,650 ,, 

72 per cont. 

28 ,, 

2883 
112; 

1,253,175 men-hoim 

3ti,418 hours 

2’8 per cont. 

3.9  ,, 
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TABLE 1 (continued on oppositepage). 

Launching Weight . . . . 
Builder’s Finished Weight (including: 

Machinery) . . . . .j 

Percentage of Launching Weight to’ 
Builder’s Finished Weight . . 

:ONDITION OF SHIP AT LAVXCH . . .  

WORE DONE AFTER LAUNCH:- 
Total number of Men- Shipyard 

Hours after Launch} Engine Works 

Percentage of Ship Work to Total Work 
done . . . . . . 

Total Number of Hours of Shipyard 
men after Launch . . . . 

Percentage to Total of Shipyard-Hours . 

1. 

Warship No. 1. 

76.3 per cent. 

[ron and steel work 
practically complete. 
All armour com- 
plete. Decks com- 
plete. Joiner work 
half complete. 
Plumber work three- 
fourths complete. 
Propellers and 
tunnel shafting on 
board. 

1,305,326 men-hours 
1,579,310 ,, 

45.2 per cent. 

1,305,326 hours 

30.04 per cent. 

JULY 1901. 

11. 

Warship No. 2. 

G , 520 tons 

76.2 per cent. 

[ron and steel work 
practically com- 
plete. All armour 
complete except 
conning tower. 
Decks complete. 
Joiner work half 
complete. Plumber 
work three-fourths 
complete. Propellers 
and tunnel shafting 
in place. 

1 ,183,760 men-hours 
1,838,667 ,, 

39.1 per cent. 

1,183,760 hours 

27‘5 per cent. 
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111. 

Armoured Waroliip 
No. 3. 

SHIPBUILDING WORKS. 

TABLE 1 (conc7uded). 

IV. 

Merchant Ship. 

581 

7,460 tons 

10,140 ,, 

73.6 per ccnt. 

3,750 tons 

4,740 ,, 

79.1 per cent. 

Iron and steel work 
practically complete. 
Side armour on 
both sides Complete. 
Screen bulkliead 
forward and aft and 
lower pmtion of 
barbette armour 
forward and aft 
complete. Upper 
portion of barbette 
armour and conning 
tower not fitted. 
Casemates Nos. 1, 
2 and 5 on each 
side not in place. 
Decks complete. 
Joiner work half 
Complete. Plumber 
work three-fourths 
complete. Propellers 
and tunnel shafting 
on bard.  

Iron m d  steel work 
practically romplete. 
Wood decks with 
exception of flying 
bridge and deck- 
house tops rtll laid. 
Joiner work very 
little done. Pro- 
pellers and tunnel 
shafting, thrust 
shaft, thrust blocks 
an3 most of the 
auxiliary machinery 
on board. 

50.8 per cent. 39 2 per cent. 

1,614,211 hours 

30.3 per cent. 

217,680 hours 

27'6 per cent. 

V. 

Merchant Ship. 

2,120 tons 

2,566 ,, 

82.G per cent. 

Iron and steel work 
practically complete. 
All decks laid and 
joiner work three- 
fourths complete. 
Fropellers and 
tunnel shafting 
and thrust blocks 
and most of the 
auxiliary machinery 
on board. 

55,672 men-hours 
195,365 ,, 

22.2 per cent. 

55,672 hours 

9.5  per cent. 

PI. 

Merchant Ship. 

65.9 per cent. 

Iron and steel work 
mostly complete, 
except building of 
boat deck, flying 
bridge, masts and 
charthouse. Decks 
seven-eighths com- 
plete, and joiner 
work about half 
complete. Pro- 
pellers and shafting 
including thrust 
shafts and blocks 
and most of the 
auxiliary machinery 
on board. Plumber 
work about half 
complete. 

1,145,596 men-hours 
891,879 ,, 

56.2 per cent. 

1,145,506 hours 

48 per cent. 
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APPENDIX I. 

LIST OF XACHINES AT NAVAL CONSTRUCTION WORKS 

WITH POWER OF ELECTRIC MOTORS. 

In Mechanics' Shop. 

23 Drilling machines to drill from smallest up to 6-inch 
diameter hole3 . . . . . . .  

20 Lathcs (various) from smallest up to 30 feet long by 4 feet 
6 inches diameter . . . . . . .  

5 Screwing machines, from smallest up to Pi-inch screws . 
1 Tapping machine, to tap holes up to 14 inches diameter . 
2 Boring machines, 9 feet long by 3 feet 6 inches diameter . 
4 Planing machines, up to 20 feet long by 9 feet high by 10 

feet wide . . . . . . . .  
2 Slotting machiues, 10 feet long by Gfeet wide and 14 incbes 

stroke . . . . . . . . .  
2 Shaping machines, 7 feet long by 6 feet wide and 13 inches 

stroke . . . . . . . . .  
2 Milling machines, 3 feet. diameter of tables . . .  
1 Grinder for milling machine cutters 
1 for twist drills . . . . . .  
2 Band saws for metal cut up to 17 inches thick . . .  
1 Machine for setting teethofsaws . . . . .  
1 Saw-sharpening machine . . . . . .  
2 Pairs of 20-inch emery wheels . . . . .  
2 Grindstones . . . . . . . . .  

. . . .  

1 Small blowing-fan for tool smith fire 
1 Emerypolishing machine . . . . . .  

2 2-ton travelling cranes . . . . . . .  

. . . .  

1 Gastempering stove and fan . . . . . .  

All these 
driven from 
Shafting by 
one 30-H.P. 

Motor. 

On Board Ship.  
Motors. 

1 12-inch Barbette roller-path facing-machine 
19'2-bh 9, y y  8 ,  9 ,  ,Y 
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1 6-inch Gun seat facing maohine 
1 4.7-inch ,, ,, ,, 
112-pounder 
1 Boring machine for protective decks up to 14 inches 

diameter . . . . . . . .  
5 Boring machinesfor armour backing and shells up to 4 inches 

diameter. 
2 Shaping machines . . . . . . .  
2 Band saws for metal . . . . . . .  
2 Circular saws . . . . . . . .  
4 Drilling machines . . . . . . .  
2 Emery grinders . . . . . . . .  
4 Grindstones . . . . . . . . .  
1 Grinding machine for armour plates . . . .  
Rotary grinding wheel driven from motor by belt and held 

.. Figs.28and29. . .  
2, ” I I :  : 

to armour by hand. 

Motors. 
3 H.P. 
3 ,, 
1 3, 

I n  Machine 8 h e d  
Motore. 

6 Plate-planing machines to take plate up to 38 feet by 
2 inches thick . . . . . . . .  

1 Large plate-bending rolls, 30 feet long, to take up to 2-inch 
plate . . . . . . . . .  

1 Smaller plate-bending rolls, 20 feet 6 inches long, to take up 
to 14-inch plate . . . . . . .  

1 Smaller plate-bendingrolls, 14 feet 6 inches long, to take up 
to 1-inch plate . . . . . . .  

1 Large mangle rolls, to take plates up to 6 feet wide (Plate 97) 
1 Small ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 5 ,, ,, . . 
3 Small bending rolls . . . . . . .  

35 Punching and shearing machines, to punch up to If-inch 
holes in 14-inch plates . . . . . .  

1 Punching and shearing machine, to punch up to 2-inch 
holes in 2-inch plates . . . . . .  

7 Bar-bending machines, to bend up to 7-inch by 44-inch 

2 Hydraulic plate-benders, to bend plates up to 32 inches 
long by 8 inch thick (Plate 98). 

1 Double-headed scarfing machine for overlaps of ship pla tea 
(Plate 99) . . . . . . . .  

angles . . . . . . . . .  

10 H.P. each. 

45 7, 

30 

10 9 ,  

20 ,, 
5 ,, 
5 ,, each. 

5 ,. ,, 

5 ,, each 

5 9 ,  
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Bfotora 
1 Hydraulic channel-cutter, Fig. 11, Plate 99. 
9 Drilling machines. . . . . . . .  3 H.P. each. 

1 Double-headed screwing msahine 
1 6-Spindle nut tapping machine } . . . .  * { ti :$shaft. 
1 Double genred Itrthc. 
1 Band saw for metal . . . . . . .  2 H.P. 

10 H.P. 
’ { andshaft. 

1 Circular saw for metal 
6 Grindstones 
1 Pair of emery wheels 
4 Blast F m  for smith fires 

8 Countereinking machines . . . . . .  3 . . . .  

. . . . .  I 
11 Hydraulic cranes. 
1 10-cwt. hydraulic ash-hoist at main boilers. 
1 Hydraulic pnmping engine with double cylinders, 12 inches 

by 24 inches, and acoumulator, working pressure 
1,650 lbs. per sq. inch. 

1 Pneumatic power hammer, 1 cwt. . . . . .  
1 5-cwt. steam hammer. 
1 Rumbler for cleaning old service bolts. 
1 Coke-crushing machine . . . . . . .  

4 Cantilever cranes (Plates 102,103, &c.) . . . .  
2 over shipbuilding berths 190 feet span. 
1 in plate yard 318 feet apan. 
1 in timber yard 31 8 feet span. 

In Xmitha’ Shop. 

1 5-ton steam hammer. 
L 1-ton ,, 
3 10-cwt. 1 ,  

18-cat. *, 
4 5-cwt. ,) 
5 Drilling machines. 
1 Grindstone. 
1 Blast fan . . . . . . . . .  

76 Fires and Furnaces. 
Heaviest forgings-Rudders up to 17 tons. 

Stern frames up to 14 to-. 

5 H.P. 

Motors. 
85 H.P. each. 

Motors 

40 H.P. 
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In Pluders’ Shop. 
G Drilling machines . . . . . . .  
5 Pipe-scrcwing machines to screw pipes up to 4 inches 

diameter . . . . . . . .  
1 Pip-cutting machinc to cut pipes np to 12 inches 

diameter . . . . . . . .  
1 Band saw for iron. . . . . . . .  
2 Punchiugandshearing machines . . . . .  
2 Beading and shearing machines, 3 fcet gap . . .  
1 Sheet iron rolls to take plates up to 5 feet 6 inclies wide . 
1 Tinsmiths’ rolls ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 3 feet widc . . 
1 Tin-folding machino . . . . . . .  
1 Tilt hammer . . . . . . . .  
2 Blowing fans . . . . . . . .  
1 Boiler and furnace for lead. 
1 Hydraulic boiler tester. 

10 H.P. motor 
and shaft. 

5 H.P. each. 

Boilers. winches, &c. 
Motors. 

6 Patent flanges flue main boilers, 28 feet by 8 feet diameter, 

1 Cylindrical, with Galloway’s patent flues,30 feet by 8 feet, 

14-Furnace marine boiler, 16 feet by 12 feet diameter, for 

3 Donkcy boilers. 
6 Oombined winchcs and boilers. 
4 Steam locomotive travelling cranea 
4 Steam winchca. 

160 lb. working pressure. 

for aaw mill. 

smithy. 

11 Electric winches . . . . . . . .  

3 Donkey feed pumps. 
1 Double-acting aalt watcr test pump for testing ships’ 

2 Portable centrifugal pumps, 6,000 gallons per hour . . 3 ,, ,, 
1 Merryweather fire engine. 
1 Portable fire engine for attachment to locomotive cranes. 

compartments. 

In Joiners’ Shop. 

1 Moulding machine . . . . .  Motors. . . 10-H.P. 
2, . . . . . . .  5 , ,  1 ,, 
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Motors. 
1 Circular saw . . . . . . . .  10 H.P. 
2 ,, saws . . . . . . . .  5 ,, each. 
1 Sand papsling machine. . . . . . .  10 ,, 
1 Cross cut saw . . . . . . . .  3 ,, 
4 Turning lathes . . . . . . . .  
L Pneumatic installation for removing refuse, sawdust, &c., 

3 Circular saws 
5Emorygrindingmachines 

{ idd ehaft 

from machines to boiler stokehole, two fane for above , 2 20 H.P. 
. . . . . . . .  

. . . . . .  
3 Spindle and hole cutting machines . . . .  Shafting and 
2 Band saws . . . . . . . . .  1 30-H.P. motor. 
1 Grating machine . . . . . . . .  
9 Dowelling, mortising, dovetailing, Lc., machines . . 

In Saw Mill. 

6 Circular saws. 
4 Band and frame saws. 
2 Saw sharpening machines. 
1 Saw setting machine. 
2 Travelling benches. 
1 Boring machine. 
1 Planing machine. 
1 Emery grinder. 
1 Blast fan for taking sawdust to boiler stokehole. 
1 Double compound tandem engine. 

All the machines in saw mills driven by above engine. 

In Block and Spar Shed. 
Motors. 

2 Circular saws . . . . . . . .  10 H.P. enoh. 
1 Band saw. 
2 Turning lathes 
3 Boring, Dowelling, &c., machines 
1 Grindstone 

. . .  
* { Ha:a shaft. 

1 Steam drying stove with two fan3 . . . . .  20 H.P. 
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APPENDIX 11. 

The description of 100-ton Derrick Crane, Fig. 34, Plate 107. 

This crane, constructed by the Duisburger Co.,late Bechem and Keetman, of 
Duisburg, for Messrs. Blobm and Voss's Works, Hamburg, was designed to deal 
with loads of 100 tons, hut in order to obtain economical working for smaller 
loads. the crane has been fitted with two separate hoisting machines and rope 
tackles for maximum loads of 100 and 30 tons respectively. Each hoisting gear 
is further constructed for two load speeds, as the following data show :- 

Large hoisting gear. 

Loads up to 50 tons, lifted at 2.6 m'etres (84 feet) per minute 
,, from 50 to 100 tons, ,, 1 . 3  ,, (42 ,, ) ,, 

Small hoisting gear. 

Loads up to 10 tons, lifted at  12 metres (39 feet) per minute 
~ from10 to30 tons ,, 4 ,, (13 ,, ) ,, 

The two hoisting gears are driven by a two-cylinder engine with cylinders 
9.5 inches diameter and 17.7 inches stroke. The speeds above mentioned 
correspond to 180 revolutions of the engine. For the trials, maximum loads 
of 150 and 75 tons respectivcly were applied. In order to secure the highest 
efficiency for the hoisting machines worm gearing has altogether been dispensed 
with ; of bevel wheels a limited use has been made, and the main work is done 
11y high-speed spur-aheels with cut teeth. The steel-rope drums and sheaves 
ere of exceptionally large diameters. Each single rope, of both tackle sjsteme, 
has a guaranteed breaking strength of 100 tons, and the load is held in the large 
gear by eight, and in the small gear by four, such ropes. The large gear 
comprises two winding drums, on which two ropes are wound simultaneously ; 
the rope strains are thus equalised. The two hooks turn on glass-hard steel 
balls, and two joints further permit of their being moved in any direction. As 
Fig. 34 shows, the jib is not fixed, but its range can be varied within the 
limits shown. I t  should be noticed that the small ropes may be loaded with the 
full 30 tons, and the 45 tons of the trials at the maximum range, whilst the 
loads of 100 and 150 tons are the maxima for a range limited to 20 mitres. As 
the centre of the moving jib is only 2.5 metres from the quay edge, the useful 
radius of the crane is 32.5 - 2.5  = 30 metres (98 feet). At a the upper part 
of the jib turns about (I horizontal pin, and the whole jib turns horizontally 
about b and c. These pivots are .borne by a tripod structure. The power for 
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both movements is derive3 from a second two-cylinder engine, the cylinders being 
8-3 inches diameter, by 11.8 inches stroke, placed in the plane xy, and the jib 
inclination is varied with the aid of two screw spindles of Siemens-Martin steel 
which have their beariuga in the tie d of the upper pin b. The pitch of the 
screws and the gearing prevent any unintentional sinking of the jib; an 
automatic brake has further been added lest the jib should yield to concussion. 
The horizontal stresses of the jib are taken up by the two pins on the tripod 
structure. The transferenca of the vertical stresses WBB a more difficult 
problem. The frequectlyapplied support of the jib by rollersor ballsof steel was 
inadvisable in consideration of the large forces, and the relatively small basie 
whose diameter is 4.5 metres (16 feet). A circular path has been adopted 
somewhat similar to the construction of the guides of a planing bed. The path 
base is made of steel, and its ciroumference is fitted with exchangeable steel 
bolts, with which the toothed wheels of the two revolving gears eugage. Theso 
parts are made of great strength on account of the huge masses to be moved and 
of the wind pressures. When the engine ruus at 180 revolutions, the jib turns 
through 30 metres (almost 100 feet) per minute, messured on the small hook with 
maximum radius. The steam-engine does not need a boiler of ita own, as the 
boilers of the wharf are close by. The main steam-pipe is common to both the 
engines, and it is carried through a stuffing-box into the geometrical axis of the 
jib, where it is well insulated. The one machinist, who attends to the crane, 
has his stand in the front part of the jib, at a height of about 23 feet above the 
flooring. From his stand he can follow the motions of the hooks and attend 
to all his levers, which are duly marked, without changing his position. The 
enginee, gears, and attendant's stand are all in an iron cab which is fitted 
with windows. The tripod structure forms with its box connections, placed 
under the floor, an exceedingly strong and rigid system, and the loads arc well 
distributed. The central foundation block, under the jib table, is exposed to 
vertical pressures only ; the two others receive either vertical p r e s m  or act as 
counterweights for the load. 

Four or five of the diagrams have been prepared from illustrations 
in a valuable Paper-" Moderne Werftanlagenundihre voraussichtliche 
Entwickelung " by Tjard Schware, published in the Jahrbuch der 
Schifiautechnischen Gesellschaft 1901 (page 55), an Institution 
which is prospering in Germany ; while the author is also indebted 
to several f irm, including the Duisburger Mmchinenbau Aktien 
Gesellschaft, the Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., the Wellman- 
Beaver Engineering Co., etc., for others of the illustrations. 
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D~scussion. 

The PRESIDENT moved a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Dunn for 
his valuable Paper. 

Mr. ARUFIIBALD P. HEAD thought the best thanks of the Institution 
were due to the author for the able way in which he had dealt 
with a subject on which, up to the present time, there was very little 
literature. Special thanks were due for his suggestions as to the 
type of cranes which should be adopted in shipyards, a question 
which was now forcing itself upon the notice of shipbuilders 
throughout the world, in order that the capacity and productive 
power of shipyards might be increased. The author had described 
the various types of cranes in use for handling materials in many of 
the shipyards in Great Britain and America, but no mention was 
made of a shipyard in the latter country which he visited last 
November soon after its opening, namely the shipyard of the 
New Pork Shipbuilding Co., at Camden, near Philadelphia, which 
was about the most up-to-date shipyard in America. There were 
four berths, each served by overhead travelling electric cranes ; 
parallel with them was a fifth crane covering a wet dock. As soon 
as a ship was launched, it was brought round to the wet dock, and 
was there fitted out with its heavy weights. Parallel with the river, 
and across the landward end of the five berths was a very long 
shop with certain annexes in which the plating and frames weFe 
prepared, and the boilers and engines were made. The shop was 
also provided with numerous rapid overhead electric cranes which 
ran parallel with the river, and at right angles to the cranes serving 
the berths. The runways of the latter were continued landwards so 
as to overlap a portion of the main shop. Consequently all the 
cranes were, to a certain extent, intercommunicating. A piece of 
material could be lifted from any part of the system of shops, 
transferred to any of the cranes serving the berths, and placed by 
them in any part of a ship under construction or in the wet dock. 

2 8  
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The electrical installation of the works was also interesting. 
TWO systems of electric current were available, continuous current 
for lighting and for motors which stopped and started frequently, 
or started upon a heavy h a ,  and alternating three-phase current for 
those motors which were more or less regularly running. Instead 
of having two sets of generating apparatus, the two kinds of 
current were p r o d u d  by the same machines, which were rotary 
transformers, and which gave off polyphase ourrent on one side and 
Gontinuous current on the other, the relative quantities produced 
being entirely automatio. If all the alternating current mechinery 
stopped, 80 much more continuous current was given off, and vice 
oersb. 

He would also like to mention another modern shipymd outfit in 
America. It was that of the Fore River Engine Works at Boston, 
Maas., where an installation was now being put up, Fig. 35. I t  had 

F I ~ .  35. Eight 54011 Crsnes over Four Ship-Berths. 
Moving Cranes crosshatched. 

(Details, Bee Figs. 15 and 16, Plate 100.) 

been designed and was erected by tbe Wellman-Seaver Engineering 
Coapany, whose system of under-lapping cranes was referred to in 
the Paper (page 666). It would be seen that the runways for the 
crana were supported by a series of cantilever trusses spaced 60 feet 
apart. That great distsnce of spacing would, he believed, obviate 
the objection to the blocking out of the light urged by the author 
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against the overhead system. I t  could be roofed over if required ; 
owing to the severity of the climate in winter, he believed it would 
be roofed over in this particular case. The trusses were supported 
on a series of columns, spaced 170 feet apart laterally, allowing 
zoom between them for two large or three small ships, while under 
the overhanging cantilever portion on each side there was room for 
one ship of unlimited breadth. I t  would be seen that each ship had 
the exclusive use of two electric cranes of five tons capacity each, 
which moved very rapidly. The cranea were of the three-motor 
itype, containing a separate motor for longitudinal travel, for cross 
travel and for lifting, while the operator travelling with the crane 
was always in full view of his work. A C&p8City of five tons struck 
one as being rather low, after hearing of the cranes of fifteen tons 
and upwards mentioned by the author ; but it must be remembered 
that the vast majority of weights to be lifted in a shipyard were 
under five tons, while for specially heavy loads two of the cranes 
could be combined to lift ten tons, RS shown in Fig. 35. Each pair 
of cranes under-lapped, so that there was no part of a ship which 
aould not be reached by the hook of one or other of them. I t  was 
also possible to put two or more travelling cranes on one running 
way, 60 that while one was supporting the riveters, the others could 
be bringing plates or other material from the shops to the ship. I t  
could not be denied that the weight of the fixed structure in this 
system was heavier than in the cantilever crane system, and that 
undoubtedly was an objection, but there was room for both systems, 
each having its advantages. In the system he hsd describd, the 
weight of the moving crane was minimised and current thereby 
aconomised, while the fixed structure was heavier ; whereas in the 
double cantilever crane system the weight of the fixed structure was 
minimised, while the weight of the moving crane was considerably 
heavier, necessitating an 85-H.P. motor against about a 25-H.P. 
motor for the longitudinal travel in the overhead-crane syshm. 

Mr. A. TANNETT-WALKER, Member of Council, said the Institution 
mas deeply grateful to Lieut. Dawson and Mr. Dunn for the 
magnificent generosity they had displayed in placing the, fullest 

2 s . 2  
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(Mr. A. Tannett-Walker.) 
information on the subjects of the Papers at the dispoaal of t he  
members. He had never heard a better Paper on workshops than 
that of Mr. Dunn’s, to whom they were indebted, together with the 
enterprising firm of Messrs. Vickers, Sons and Maxim, for a real 
treat, and he looked forward with no small amount of pleasure to the- 
visit to the firm’s works. 

Tbe author had given some descriptions of very powerful cranes+. 
He had mentioned a big crane made in Germany for Herr Krupp, and’ 
another constructed at Diisseldorf, and he had referred (page 576) t o  
‘6 a splendid hydraulic crane made by Messrs. Tennett-Walker. 
and Go.” That crane was made in 1887. Whatever the Germans 
were doing at the present time, Englishmen were certainly ahead of 
them then. I t  lifted 160 tons and 30 tons with ranges of 70 feet and 
75 feet 3 inches, and a height of j ib of 125 feet with a test load of  
320 tons. The roller path was 45 feet 4 inches in diameter; the 
foundation was 50 feet in diameter and 20 feet deep. The crane 
was made at Leeds for the Government workshop at Chatham. 
When the foundations were fixed, a steam-engine and a large bar were 
employed to turn the path 45 feet 4 inches in diameter on which 
the live rollers worked, and when the steam-engine and all its. 
gearing were removed, and the engineer pnt his straight edge on the 
foundation he found it  had sunk. The question then arose as to, 
whether his firm should begin to build the crane, and eventually it 
was decided not to do so. One thousand tons of pig-iron were put 
on the foundation and left there for four or five months, the 
foundation sinking la inches. After i t  had sunk, the pig-iron was 
taken off, the erection of the crane was commenced and completed, 
the test load was put on and the crane passed. He thought that was 
a triumph of engineering skill. 

The PBE~IDENT thought the members would fully endorso 
Mr. Tannett-Walker’s remarks with regard to the generosity with, 
which details had been placed at their disposal in the Paper. The 
Appendix (pages 682-586) given of the power required to work various 
tools electrically was of very great value at the present moment whem 
the prsctice of electric driving was being so largely adopted. 
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Mr. JAMEB DUNN, in reply, thanked the President for his 
appreciative remarks and the members for the attention with which 
.they had listened to  his Paper. 
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I Hydraulic Benders and Flangers. 
Fig. 7. 

Plate 98. 

k d ~ ~ 1 2  6 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IOFwt. 
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Fig. 8. Keel Plate Bending Machine. 
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Cranes fov Ship-Berths. 

Figs. 1 2  and 13. Gantvy, Havland a id  Wolf, Belfast. 

Plate 700. 
Fig. 14. San Fralzcisco. 

(Union Iron Wovks.) 

Scale f o y  Figs. 12 to 75, and 17 to 19, Plate 101. 
0 50 700 I50 200 F& z 

Mechanical Engineers 1901. 8 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 , , , / , 1 , , ~  10 Feet 2 - 
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Cranes fov Ship-Bevths. 

Fig. I 7.  Vulcan Wovks, Stettin. 

Fig. IS. Closed-in Bevth. Swan and Huntev, Low- Walker-on-Tyne. 

Fig. 19. 
Proposal 

for a Scale, 

see Plate 100. Closed-in Berth. a :--.---- 
Mechanical Engineers 1901. 
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Fig. 21. Cantilever Crane in 
Plate Yard, Barrow. 
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Fig. 22. Centre Bay of Ship-Berth Crane, Fig. 20. 

Fig. 2 3 .  Cvab for above. 

Mechanical Engineers 1901. 
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Fig. 24. Ship Berth Cantilever Crane, Barrow. 

Plate 104. 

Fig. 25 .  Yard Crane for Dealing with Material. (Brown.) 

Mechanical Engineers 1901. 
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Fig. 27. Machine for Planing Gun-Roller-Paths on Barbettes. 

0 2 4 6 8  - 
Fig. 28. Machine 
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12040s Hydraulic Crane. 
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Fig. 33. 150-ton Crane. (Benrath), Bremerhaven. 
82' _ . _ _ _ _  *--. _ _ _ _  - 82' -.- .--. 3 K - - - - - - - - - 

Fig. 34. 100-ton Derrick Crane. (Duisburg), for B 
~- - - -pP 
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